FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
clouds? Who is right, the Shaman who used to put the fear
of all these spirits into us during his dances in Arctic nights or
the Soviet encyclopedia?5
I saw and heard much among those students and their
teacher-friends who think that the jump from Stone Age
to the twentieth century is possible at a few years* notice.
Yet the full encasing of what I was told was brought home
to me only when, a month later, I reached their actual
country and met their countrymen in the Far North,
In Moscow I spent a fortnight interviewing all the chiefs
and vice-chiefs at the office of the Northern Sea Route
Administration. Here again: cOur new offices ought to
have been ready by now, but then it was found more
important to give our floor in the Palace of the Council of
People's Commissars to another organization, and so we have
to wait.'
To wait means crowding five people into an oflicc for two
and keeping seven visitors who called to sec the Chairman
within fifteen minutes waiting among the clapping type-
writers of his secretaries.
Each morning at ten I arrived at Glavscvmorput, as the
organization is called, and was given a room to myself, a
privilege I fully appreciated. A battery of bottles of iced
Narzan mineral water, plates of caviare and ham sandwiches,
tomato salad, chocolates and sweets, and a box of cigarettes
were waiting for me on the desk. In the perfect order of a
perfectly arranged schedule the chiefs and sub-chiefs
appeared, sat down, helped themselves to the delicacies,
answered questions, put facts and figures before me. There
was Papanin, chief of the fifty-seven Polar stations, a stout
little fellow, decorated with the Order of the Red Banner
for his deeds in the civil war and with a golden watch for his
work on an expedition to the North, There was Comrade
Geze, a former Hungarian mechanic, now in charge of
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